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Over 700,000 IT Professionals Have Prepared for Exams with Syngress Authored Study Guides

The Security+ Study Guide & Practice Exam is a one-of-a-kind integration of text and and Web-based exam simulation and remediation. This system gives you 100% coverage of official CompTIA Security+ exam objectives plus test preparation software for the edge you need to achieve certification on your first try! This system is comprehensive, affordable, and effective!

* Completely Guaranteed Coverage of All Exam Objectives
All five Security+ domains are covered in full: General Security Concepts, Communication Security, Infrastructure Security, Basics of Cryptography, and Operational / Organizational Security 

* Fully Integrated Learning
This package includes a Study Guide, one complete practice exam, and Web-based exam simulation and remediation.

* Each chapter starts by explaining the exam objectives covered in the chapter
You will always know what is expected of you within each of the exams domains.

* Exam-Specific Chapter Elements
Notes, Tips, Alerts, Exercises, Exams Eyeview, and Self Test with fully explained answers. 

* Test What You Learned
Hundreds of self-test review questions test your knowledge of specific exam objectives. A Self Test Appendix features answers to all questions with complete explanations of correct and incorrect answers.

* Training DVD-ROM
A complete Adobe PDF format version of the print Study Guide, along with complete practice exam with detailed answer explanations. Fast Tracks for quick topic review are provided in both HTML and PowerPoint format.

*Only Security+ book that comes with a DVD
*Revision to market-leading first edition
*Realistic, Web-based practice exams included     

       About the Author

Ido Dubrawsky (CISSP, CCNA, CCDA) is the Chief Security Advisor for Microsofts Communication Sector North America, a division of the Mobile and Embedded Devices Group. Prior to working at Microsoft, Ido was the acting Security Consulting Practice Lead at AT&Ts Callisma subsidiary and a Senior Security Consultant. Before joining AT&T, Ido was a Network Security Architect for Cisco Systems, Inc., SAFE Architecture Team. He has worked in the systems and network administration field for almost 20 years in a variety of environments from government to academia to private enterprise. He has a wide range of experience in various networks, from small to large and relatively simple to complex. Ido is the primary author of three major SAFE white papers and has written, and spoken, extensively on security topics. He is a regular contributor to the SecurityFocus website on a variety of topics covering security issues. Previously, he worked in Cisco Systems, Inc. Secure Consulting Group, providing network security posture assessments and consulting services for a wide range of clients. In addition to providing penetration-testing consultation, he also conducted security architecture reviews and policy and process reviews. 

He holds a B.Sc. and a M.Sc. in Aerospace Engineering from the University of Texas at Austin.  Jeremy Faircloth (Security+, CCNA, MCSE, MCP+I, A+, etc.) is an IT Manager for EchoStar Satellite L.L.C., where he and his team architect and maintain enterprisewide client/server and Web-based technologies. He also acts as a technical resource for other IT professionals, using his expertise to help others expand their knowledge. As a systems engineer with over 13 years of real-world IT experience, he has become an expert in many areas, including Web development, database administration, enterprise security, network design, and project management. Jeremy has contributed to several Syngress books, including Microsoft Log Parser Toolkit (Syngress, ISBN: 1932266526), Managing and Securing a Cisco SWAN (ISBN: 1932266917), C# for Java Programmers (ISBN: 193183654X), Snort 2.0 Intrusion Detection (ISBN: 1931836744), and Security+ Study Guide & DVD Training System (ISBN: 1931836728).
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Master the TOEFL Reading Skills (Peterson's Master the TOEFL Reading Skills)Arco, 2006

	If you are preparing for any version of the TOEFL, you are not alone. Almost a million people all over the world took the TOEFL last year. A high score on this test is an essential step in being admitted to graduate or undergraduate programs at almost all colleges and universities in North America. But preparing for this test can be a...
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Building Integrated Business Intelligence Solutions with SQL Server 2008 R2 & Office 2010McGraw-Hill, 2011

	Master Microsoft's Business Intelligence Tools


	Building Integrated Business Intelligence Solutions with SQL Server 2008 R2 & Office 2010 explains how to take full advantage of Microsoft's collaborative business intelligence (BI) tools. A variety of powerful, flexible technologies are covered, including SQL...
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Next-Generation Big Data: A Practical Guide to Apache Kudu, Impala, and SparkApress, 2018

	
		Utilize this practical and easy-to-follow guide to modernize traditional enterprise data warehouse and business intelligence environments with next-generation big data technologies.

	
		Next-Generation Big Data takes a holistic approach, covering the most important aspects of modern enterprise big data. The book...
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Barron's Foreign Language Guides:  501 Spanish Verbs  (Book & CD-ROM)Barron's Educational Series, 2007

	The World’s Best Selling Verb Bookâ€•  and with good reason! 

	

	Fluency in Spanish starts with knowledge of verbsâ€•and  Barron’s 501 Spanish Verbs  shows students and travelers exactly how to use the 501 most common and useful Spanish verbs in all 16 tenses and moods. Each verb is...
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Psychology's Grand Theorists: How Personal Experiences Shaped Professional IdeasLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
I first had the idea of writing this book when I was in my senior year as an undergraduate at Williams College. I had just read Robert Heilbroner's book, The Worldly Philosophers (1972), for a class on the history of economic thought. In his book, Heilbroner brings the field of economics to life by showing how the theories of the major economists...
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Neural Networks and Pattern RecognitionAcademic Press, 1998
This book is one of the most up-to-date and cutting-edge texts available on the rapidly growing application area of neural networks. Neural Networks and Pattern Recognition focuses on the use of neural networksin pattern recognition, a very important application area for neural networks technology. The contributors are widely known...
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